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THE

JOHNSONIAN
Patrolling easier
with leased cars
by Janet A. Brindle
News Editor^

Winthrop's public safety
Recently had three'new additions to their operation. With
four wheels and blue lights,
the three newpublic-safety cars
are making.patrolling easier.
The three new cars, which
were received on April 19, are
being leased from the state
department 9f motor vehicles.
The lease is for one year, but
may be extended.
The logos that were painted
on were paid for out of Public
Safety's budget.
Currently, two of the cars
have blue lights on the roof.
Lights for the other car, which
is now being used as a travel
car, are being ordered and will
be installed shortly.
Director of Public Safety,
Margaret Jordan, said, "It
makes our job easier if we have

good vehicles to use."
She said the entire force is
delighted to have the vehicles
because the others were in the
garage all the time and a lot of
money was spent on them.
"There is a lot of wear and
tear on a car that is driven 24
hours a day by different drivers," Jordan said. "We really
needed new ones."
Jordan said when there are
between four and six officers
between 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. they
had to alternate the cars between officers and foot patrol.
While foot patrol will continue, she said, the new cars
will make patrolling the campus, the Coliseum and the lodge
easier.
She said the need has not
been as great during the day
because staffing during the day
is less than at night because

Photo by Rob Ouzt:

Lightsy camera, action
Lars Larsen and Phil Sesny load equipment to film a campus recruitment video for
admissions.

See CARS, pg. 5

SGA sponsors petition drive Two a!umni elected

by Alvln McEwen
Staff Writer

A petition drive and letter
writing campaign about
Winthrop's possible raise in
tuition was met with high response from students.
SGA sponsored the petition drive and letter writing
campaign which took place on
Tuesday and Wednesday of last
week at Dinkins Student
Union.
Karen said the petition,
with 1200 signatures, will go
to the Board of Trustees.
The petition asks that

the Board of Trustees keep
students' best interests in
mind when deciding what the
increase will be.
"I was told that there was a
zero percent chance of tuition
not going up," SGA President
Jay Karen said. "This is the
one issue that all students are
concerned about."
He also said there were 300
letters written and they will go
to representatives of the S.C.
State Legislature. The letters
oppose the $12 million recently
cutfrom South Carolina higher
education.
Karen also said the letters

ask legislators to look at how
they prioritize their future.
"Investment in education
is investing in the future," he
said.
Karen said the petition
drive and letter writing campaign went well.
"Considering the timing of
the campaigning, I think we
did pretty well," he said.
SGA
Senator
Ann
McAdams said students taking action may get the Board
of Trustees' attention.
"It's better than sitting
back, doing nothing and letting tuition go up," she said.

Winthrop's year filled with news items
by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer

Grade scandals, a male
homecoming representative, a
fraternity house fire, an increasingly disgruntled faculty
talented sports teams and national recognition. Winthrop
University has had quite a year.
The biggest story at Winthrop was the grade scandal
that involved seven students,
two employees and 68 grade
changes. Both employees were
fired.
Cedric Jones, a junior, was
crowned as the 1994 Homecoming representative. Some
students thought it was great,
others hated the idea. Winthrop and Jones made the USA

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity house caught on
fire— twice in the same night.
The house has been fixed and
students have moved back in.
The faculty has been growing more dissatisfied throughout the year. They are still
waiting to see a pay raise.
President
Anthony J.
DiGiorgio, declined his pay
raise until the faculty and staff
receive one.
On the bright side,
Winthrop's cheerleaders and
dance team both went to national competitions and did
well.
The women's tennis team
won the Big South Conference
Tournament. This came as an
even bigger success to the team

celbrating the one year anniversary of the van accident
which claimed the life of one
member and injured many others.
The first ever track team
boasted Jeff Greeene, who was
the first Division I All American. Sara Teets qualified for
the National Junior Meet.
The jazz ensemble also received recognition because it
was selected to compete in the
Mobile Jazz Festival in Alabama.
Peabody gym was the lucky
spot for the filming of a Sprite
commercial starring Muggsy
Bogues, the Charlotte Hornets'
starting point guard. The commercial will air nationally durSee YEAR, pg. 5
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to Board of Trustees
for six year terms
Winthrop University
alumni elected Timmonsville
attorney Karl A. Folkens and
Spartanburg resident C. Tom
Robertson to the University1.?
board of Trustees.
Folkens, a 1978 Winthrop
graduate and former president
of the Winthrop Alumni Association, serves as chair of the
Alumni Legislative Program
Supporters and as a member of
the Winthrop Foundation
Board.
In Timmonsville, he is
president of the Pee Dee Coalition Against Domestic and
Sexual Assault. He is also a
member of the board of directors for the Pee Dee Mental
Health Center and the advisory board for the Haleyan
House for Children. His professional associations include
the S.C. Bar Association, the
S.C.Trial Lawyers Association,
the Association of Trial Lawyers of America and the American Judicature Society.
While a student at Winthrop, Folkens received the
prestigious Sylvan Award, in
recognition of his outstanding
performance in academics and
extra curricular activities and
the American Legion Outstanding Senior Award.
Folkens received a bachelor's

degree in psychology and
graduated magna cum laude.
He received his law degree
from the University of South
Carolina.
folkens and his wife, the
former Sarah Anderson, Class
of 1978, have two children.
Tom C. Robertson, a member of the Class of 1989, works
for Georgia pacific Co. His
community involvement in
Spartanburgincludes working
with Habitat for Humanity, the
Spartanburg County March of
Dimes and Special Olympics.
Robertson is a charter
member of the Alumni Admission Program and a member of
the Winthrop Eagle Club.
While a student at Winthrop, Robertson was vice
president of his freshman and
sophomore classes and a senator in the Student Government
Association. He was also a
member of the varsity
cheerleading squad. He received a bachelor's degree in
Political Science.
Folkens and Robertson will
begin their six-year terms on
the board July 1. They will
replace outgoing alumni representatives
Mary
0.
Littlejohn and Dr. Evelyn M.
Berry whose terms will expire
June 30.

Winthrop's most
intriguing people
See pg. 9
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Johnson rededication
draws alumni, students
by Sam Mosher
News Writer

Following years of re-construction, the new and improved Johnson Hall was rededicated Saturday.
The recent renovations
took three years and added
31,000 square feet to the original 30,000 feet.
The dedication coincided
with the alumni weekend.
Alumni from the class of 1927
were present at the re-dedication.
The alumni and guests
were treated to a complimentary breakfast of pastries, bagels, coffee and punch which
was provided by 'The Herald."
In his welcome, President
Anthony DiGiorgio gave tribute to Winthrop's first president, David Bancroft Johnson.
He also spoke of the past
and current budget difficulties
infinancingthe building restorations of the building.
The state provided over 50
percent or $3.2 million of the
$6 million necessary for the
restorations. Tuition bonds
provided the rest. In 1920 the

state provided 20 percent for
the "social-religious building".
Following the re-dedication
the alumni were treated to selfguided tours of the hall. The
alumni journeyed through the
building.
The scene shop, where most
of the sets are built, the studio
theatre, where students can
practice experimental theater
and thefutureTV control room.
Johnson Hall memorabilia
was set up in the control room.
In addition, old clippings from
The Johnsonian regarding
Johnson Hall were displayed.
As alumni toured the building they all expressed similar
sentiments about the building.
"It's like an adventure, this
is so exciting," one alumni said.
"We never had anything this
nice."
The hall currently is the
home of the theatre, dance and
mass communication departments.
Bennett Lentcnzer, dean
of the School of Visual and Performing Arts said the new hall
is now a place for the exploration of students.
"Students can now work in
spaces where they are able to

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Alumni gathered for Alumni weekend visit Johnson Hall Saturday morning for the
rededication ceremony.

create," Lentczer said. "We can
now create the magic that is
theater."
Robin Bowers, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
also said the re-vamped hall
makes learning easier.
"We've all heard the horror
stories of the old hall- the train,

the noisy radiators," Bowers
said. "Both teaching and learning are much improved in the
new Johnson."
Bowers also spoke of the
future possibilities for the students of mass communication
in the building.
"When Johnson is fully

equipped, the department will
be brought together for th efirst
time in 35 years," Bowers said.
The building was first conceived in 1902, but due to financial difficulties was not
complete until 1920. Thebuilding was the student center and
home of a student chapel.

RSA Olympics a success Winthrop history captured,
by Janet A. Brindle
News Editor

In the spirit of the Olympic
torch, Winthrop's Resident Students' Association held the annual RSAOlympics at Peabody
field.
Thomson, Phelps and Margaret Nance residence halls
participated in the events on
Friday afternoon. Ten events
including tug-of-war, a wheelbarrow race, an egg toss and a
water relay.
The Thomson Hall team,
Lisa Wagner, Charles E.
Cauley, Susanne White, Andy
Wilson and Jen Phillips, won
the competition and the team
was awarded two cases of soda
and ribbons.
Phelps came in second and
Margaret Nance came in third.

The RSA advisor, John
Timmons said, "It was a great
success.
"Our goal was to have a fun
time and let residents interact,"Timmons said. "Nextyear
we hope to have more participation and the event will continue to grow."
Brady Cross, organizer of
the event said the fact that it
rained on the first date, April
15, hurt the Olympics because
other residence halls could not
participate last Friday.
"The hardest part was getting the equipment together
and organizing people," Cross
said. "But it was a complete
success."
Phelps participant and
RSASecretary.JaneWonghad
an egg break in her hand said
the experience was"gushy and
slimy."

Winthrop Campus
Special
One medium pizza
with one topping

*r "

Q Q
• 57

R i c o ' s Pizza
& Subs
Free delivery
Open until 2 a.m.
327-5200
We accept all competitor's coupons.
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
French Fries
Onion Rings
Hamburger
Cheeseburger

.99
.99
.99
.99
1.49

1.79
Hot Buffalo Wings 6/1.99
BLT
1.75

Garden Salad
1.99
Chef Salad
2.50
Chicken Sandwich 2.49
Hot Subs
4.70
Lasagna
4.99
Spaghetti & Meatballs
4.99
and much much
more!!l

preserved on archives films
by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer

Winthrop University has
captured its history and traditions onfilm,preserving them
for generations to come.
On April 22, some alumni
gathered in thebasement classroom at Dacus library to watch
another showingofthese films,
which have been transferred
to video tape, hoping to catch a
glimpse of theirself or someone
they knew.
The prize of thefilmcollection is a film that was done in
1919. This film was lost for
many years. Gina White, archivist, said a physical plant
worker found it a few years ago
in Byrnes Auditorium.
The silent film shows how
much Winthrop has changed
over time. In the 1919 film,
Margaret Nance, a residence
hall, had porches. They are no
longer there. The film also
showed Catawba hall, which
housed faculty. The building
was torn down later. A covered

walkway that went from Margaret Nance to Peabody has
also been torn down since the
filming.
Students' lives were much
different in 1919. On Saturdays, they took care of their
uniforms, repairing them if
they needed it. There was a
farm, which students worked
on, where the coliseum is now
located. The students, which
were all female at that time,
also learned how to make butter and do housework.
The 1919filmalso showed
the Winthrop College pageant,
which was abigproduction that
drew a huge crowd. Students
also worked on the Winthrop
College Journal, which was the
name of the literary magazine.
"It's a very sophisticated
film for its time," White said.
A film done in the 1940s
showed the different physical
activities students did as part
of their physical education.
Some of the activities included
archery, modern dancing and
gymnastics. The film also

showed an athletic event they
held called field day.
A recruitmentfilmdone in
1961 showed the life of "the
Winthrop girl." The film
showed offthe foreign language
lab andSims, the science building, which were new at the
time. Thefilmalso showed off
the library, which was in
Rutledge then.
The big event at Winthrop
during this time was May Day.
There was a May Court, followed by a dance.
The film also showed
Winthrop's radio station, which
was run by students.
Winthrop's collection of
films shows the life of past students as well as the growth of
the college.
The idea of putting Winthrop on film was D.B.
Johnson's. He wanted to show
Winthrop to people who
couldn't come and see it.
"I've been really surprised
at how many films we have,"
White said. "We're pretty
lucky."

WINGS program benefits from donation
by Sam Mosher
News Writer

Bernard Jackson, afamous
New York artist, will be donating a painting to Winthrop's
WINGS program.
Jackson is from Columbia,
S.C. but relocated to Detroit
and N.Y. to be a "starving
artist." His break came in the
form of movies. He was a Scenic Artist for "Strictly Business" and "Malcolm X."
He then returned to the
studio and continued personal
painting. His paintings interpret his mother, love of children and southern roots.

The painting will be hung
in the School of Education following with a dedication by
Jackson in Withers 107 on
Monday at 4:30.
This will be the second
painting dedicated to the program. T.J. Reddy, a Charlotte
artist, has a painting hanging
in the library he gave to
WINGS. WINGS is a program
designed to help young black
males by providing support
from college students.
"We like to impress the children on the importance of education," Dr. Sue Smith, WINGS
advisor said. "Any college student can be a mentor, in this

program many of the mentors
are black. We currently have
94 children and about 60 mentors."
WINGS will be sponsoring
a summer camp at Winthrop
this year. The camp will be
taughtby Rock Hill area teachers and will feature math, writing, African American studies
and Spanish. The participants
will live in the dorms.
Smith said the program is
funded by the State Department in Columbia.
"Wir.throp provides office
space, faculty involvement and
they are helping with the summer program," Smith said.
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ALL STUDENTS
PLEASE READ!
"Reasons Affecting
Book Buyback V a l u e "
1 . Instructor has authorized re-use of book.
2 . Instructor has discontinued book or not
indicated it will be used next term.
3 . Bookstore is now overstocked.
Publisher has new edition, and prior edition
has no value.
5 * Book is too ragged and in too poor condition
t o be resold..
6 . Boo.k has limited nationwide demand.

One or several of the above reasons m a y
affect t h e price o f f e r e d y o u for your b o o k s .
BONUS
BUCKS

$1 bonus credit
for $ 1 0 in
textbooks sold
to our
bookstore!

DON'T BE
FOOLED BY THE
COMPETITION!
THE

W
I
N
T
H
R
O
P
S H O P P E
College & Myrtle
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News briefs

Parking
stickers
changing

Students educated about AIDS
Seven Winthrop University students completed 20 hours
of training to become Red Cross Certified HIV/AIDS instructors. These students are now trained to give presentations to
groups about HIV and AIDS. The students are Chaka
Godbolt, Reba Graham, Janice Goosen, Emily Moore, Kristen
Ketcham, Trischia Khouri and Julie Kader. Khouri was
responsible for organizing the students to attend the training.
Educating people about HIV and how you may or may not
contract it is veiy important. These students will now be able
to help everyone be better informed as to how to stop the
spread of the virus and the discrimination of people infected
with it.
, ,F«r ™ r e i n f o r m ation concerning HIV/AIDS, contact the
local Red Cross at 329-6575.

by Camellia L. Shuler
Lifestyles Writer

Next year, there will be a
change in obtaining parking
decals.
Decals will be mailedhome
as long as all fees are payed by
August 8. The fee for parking
has not changed from $20 per
academic year.
However, if students wait
until coming to campus, they
will have to have a validated
ID to receive a decal.
Students will still have to
pay for the parking decals at
the cashier's office, but Institutional Services will be handing them out.
Hank Masone, director of
Institutional Services, said the
reason for the change is to
eliminate the long lines.
In addition, there will no
longer be a designated "Freshmen parking only," but parking spaces will be opened to all
residents.
On the weekend in the fall
semester when students return, Institutional Services will
be open to issue to students
parking decals.

MYCO features local artist
The Museum of York County is offering an exhibit of the
Works ofMaiy Todd Shaw in the Local Accents Gallery of the
museum May 6- July 3.
Shaw is well known for her work with "Henry," the man
she has used m much of her work. She found a photo of a man
m an old family photo album. Intrigued by his features she
made enlargements of his face, named him Henry and he
became her constant companion.
Along with Henry will be a display of Shaw's intimate box
constructions depicting personal memories and metaphors
Shaw studied art at the Atlantic College of Art the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte and Greensboro
the Georgia Institute of Technology, Central Piedmont and
Yale University. She has shown her work throughout the
southeast New York, Washington, D.C. and in countries
abroad mcludingSpain, Italy, Holland, Argentina and France.

Planning

Festival gets high rankings
The old Prater's Mill, near
Dalton, Ga. is holding its
country Fair, which has been
selected as one of the top 175
arts and crafts events in the
country by "The Harris List
ofthe Nation's Best Fine Arts
and Crafts Shows."
The 24th annual Prater's
Mill Country Fair is on
Mother's Day weekend, May
7 and 8. Artists and craftsmen, entertainment, Southern
foods canoeing pony ndes and over 200 exhibits are at the
f l . 18 °, pe "fro™9 am.- 6 p.m. on both days. Admission
s $4 for adults and children 12 and under are free. It is
located on Ga. Hwy. 2, Tunnel Hill-Varnell Exit # 138 off 1-75
near Dalton Ga., 30 miles south of Chattanooga, Tenn.

Photo by Amy Powell

Sophomore Kimberly Knust plans out her schedule for
Fall 1994 during registration last week.

Sportswriters featured at camp

Journalism students who are interested in sportswriting
can attend a program in order to sharpen their skills.
B,
^
W
o R a f t e r y Sportswriters/Sportsca sters
School at Montclair State College in New Jersey is offering a
specialty writing conference July 10-15 at Montclair State
o t i r e S t o d i n r e c e i v j nga detailed brochure
on the SHARP Bill Raftery Sportswnters/Sportscasters School
N "irrnrv?
Associates, P.O. Box 2487, Bloomfield
No 07003 or call Director Norty Holder at 201-743-0363

time

Sigma Tau Delta initiates students,
celebrates Shakespeare's birthday
by Stacy Neumann
Staff Writer

Professors and students
converged on a room in Withers April 24 to commemorate
the birthday of one of the
world's most recognized writers-Shakespeare.
The celebration began with
the induction of Douglas
Brown, Buddy Freeman,
Tammy Galloway, Shannon
Lee, Maria Linn, Crystal

O Leary, Mary Snaden,
Jeannie Sullivan and Michael
Welsh into Sigma Tau Delta.
Professor William Sullivan
said this English honor fraternity is internationally known
and has inducted approximately 200 members at Winthrop University.
Requirements for gaining
entry to the organization include maintenance of a specific
GPA and recommendations
from an English professor.

Following the ceremony, several teachers and students
read, performed and recited
selections from Shakespeare's
works.
Sullivan said, "It is a time
to gath er to recogn ize th e greatest poet of the English language."
The birthday party concluded with a cake and reception for all those who attended.
Shakespeare was born on April
23, 1564.

Fee Payment deadlines vary
Students who are planning to attend summer school 1994
are reminded that all fees and charges for an academic term
must be paid in full no later than 5 p.m. on the deadline dates
as follows:
Session A, Mayl6- June 3 on May 9; Session B, June 6August 12 on May 30; Session C, June 13- July 13 on May 30Session D, July 14- August 12 on July 7; Session E, June 13July 1 on May 30; Session F, June 20-24 on June 17; Session
O, July 5-8 on July 1; Session H, July 18-August 12 on July
7, Session I, July 18-22 on July 7; Session J, July 5-18 on
July 1; Session K, May 10-June 3 on May 9; Session L.June
1J-24 on May 30; Session M, June 6-17 on May 30; Session
N, June 20-July 1 on June 17; Session O, July 18-29 on July
/,oession Q.June 13-July 8 on June 24; Session R, July 25
August 5 on July 22; Session T, June 6- July 1 on May 30:
Session U, July 25-July 30 on July 22; Session V, July 16M on July 7; Session W, Augl-12 on July 29.
Fees for registrations occurring after the fee payment
deadline are due by 5 p.m. on the day of registration. If fees
are not paid by the deadlines, summer schedules will be
cancelled.
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Summertime

rays

Photo

hy A m y Powell

T h o m ^ K a f r i . n e D u ^ ; F r e d e yik Lay and Severine Viginiol relax on the wall outside of
w e a t h e r wil1
most^f the week13
continue to get warmer with highs in the 80s for
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Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and
The Johnsonian, i he purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide
Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the
surrounding community.
4-16-94 Larceny From Bicycle
Sometime during the above date between 11a.m. and 1:30
p.m., someone stole the seat, a tire and rim and bar ends
from the victim's bike. The bike was locked on the bike rack at
the Winthrop Lodge. No suspects.
y

'"Wop Ui

4-17-94 Larceny of Bicycle
Sometime during the above date, someone stole the victim's
bike. The bike was locked on the bike rack at the Winthrop
Lodge. No suspects.

homrnlFf

Sweepstakes

winners?

Photo by Joel Nichols

Margo Murray presents the senior class gift to President Anthony J. DiGiorgio at the
senior party which was held at The Shack on Friday.

Governor's assistant appointed
Winthrop assistant for public policy
Janice Trawick, Governor
Carroll Campbell's executive
assistant for education, has
been appointed assistant for
public policy to Winthrop University President Anthony J.
DiGiorgio. Her appointment is
effective June 23.
Trawick, age 40, has extensive experience in public
policy. For the last seven years
she has served in the
Governor's office and its Division of Education and finally
f»s the governor's executive assistant for education.
As executive assistant for
education, Trawick was a senior member of the governor's
staff and advised the administration on all policy decisions
affecting grades K-12 and
higher education. She also
served as the governor's liaison to the National Education
GoalsPanel, theNational Governors Association and other
national policy groups.
Trawick wrote
the
governor's Goals 2000 speech
which was recently quoted in
"U.S. News and World Report"
and other national media outlets.

CARS

Continued from pg. 1
there are more responsibilities
for officers at night.
They must check and lock
buildings and typically, there
is more activity at night than
during the day because classes
are in session.
Sgt. Calvin Mullinax, said,"
We are all thrilled and grateful
to have them.
"It really built up morale
on staff," Mullinax said. "It
gives us more flexibility and
allows us to respond to calls."
He said the safety of students and the campus are key
to public safety officers and
these cars will make it more
possible to enforce safety and
prevent crime.
"Anything that is helpful
to the students is good,"

Among her greatest accom- from Duke University, graduplishments was helping the ating summa cum laude and
governor achieve his number Phi Beta Kappa. She is curone education priority with last rently completing her thesis
year's passage of legislation toward a master's degree in
reallocating $100 million in journalism and public relations
state education funding. attheUniversity ofSouth CaroTrawick also spearheaded a lina. DiGiorgio said he was
successful effort to win a $10 pleased to have someone with
million National Science Foun- Trawick's experience and
dation grant against competi- knowledge in this key position.
tion from 27 states. Her re"Ms. Trawick is a very
port, "Reaching for Higher knowledgeable and effective
Standards: South Carolina policy advisor with a proven
Reports on the National Edu- record," DiGiorgio said. "We
cation Goals," received the are indeed fortunate to have
National Governors Associa- her talent and experience to
tion Chairman's Award for assist us in moving forward
Excellence.
with plans for the future of
Before joining
the higher education in this state."
Governor's Office Trawick
Trawick said the Winthrop
worked within the area of hu- post offers her a tremendous
man services at a national level opportunitytocontinuetoserve
and served as a legislative as- South Carolina in the area of
sistant for U.S. Congressman higher education.
Butler Derrick. Her experi"For decades Winthrop has
ences also include serving as a been a leader and a prominent
policy advisor and speech voice in higher education,"
writer to the congressman and Trawick said. "I look forward
editing two nationally circu- to working with Dr. DiGiorgio
lated human services newslet- and the Winthrop faculty and
ters.
stafftocontinue thatoutstandTrawick received a ing record of leadership and
bachelor's degree in French accomplishment."

4-19-94 Petty Larceny
Complainant stated during the above date between 7:48 p m
and 7:50 p.m., person(s) took her bookbag from the tennis
courts. Complainant stated she left it and a tennis racquet for
two minutes and when she returned, it was gone. The
bookbag contained a wallet with credit cards, housing and car
keys, school ID and driver's license. Later that night, a Rock
Hill city officer turned in to public safety a wallet and keys that
belong to the complaint. Items were returned to victim.
4-21-94 Hit and Run
Upon arrival at Roddey Apartments, complainant stated
someone struck the driver side of her car. Vehicle appears to
have been struck by a white vehicle unknown at this time.
4-24-94 Larceny of Purse
Officer was dispatched to Phelps lobby desk to speak with
complainant who stated a subject came to her with the
contents of a purse. Complainant stated the subject told her
that the contents were in the Phelps trash room. The victim
came to Public Safety to report the theft.
4-25-94 Vandalism
Complainant stated while he was leaving lake area on the
above date on 4:50 p.m., he saw an Honda car going across
the softball field. Complainant stated he locked the gate going
into the fields to hold subject there. Officer arrived and saw
where the vehicle had crashed the gate and left. A witness
stated that two males were in the car. The passenger could
not be identified.
f. r e e
COMING SOON!
M e m b e r s h i p . M r s . Doubtfire

ftPIC-A-FLICK VIDE0»,

I " g g d a y is College Day 1/2 Price Rentals

YEAR

Continued from pg. 1

ing the NBA playoffs.
Johnson Hall's extensive
renovation was completed this
year— much to the delight of
faculty and students.
Mass communication,
danceand theatre faculty and
staff are very appreciative of
their new learning facilities.
The huge production of
Brigadoon, which combined the
talents of the theatre, dance
and music, was a success.
Winthrop had never put
together such an ambitious
production.
Cristina Grabiel got some
recognition for her work. She
was appointed dean of students
earlier this year.
Winthrop was again recognized by "U.S. News & World
M-uIliuaj . s a i d _ _ _ _ _ _ Import"forbeing one of the top

colleges in its region. It was
also listed as one of the best
buys for a college education.
In addition, do not forget
the continuingcontroversy that
swirled around every edition o
the Roddey-McMillan Record.
Winthrop received lots of attention because Alvin McEwen,
editor, changed the focus of the
paper.
He targeted the paper to
include all minorities and appeal to a much wider audience. .
SWiMl N0UHI
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Tuition increases due to
state budget cuts put students
in a bind. The Board of Trustees will vote this summer as to
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whether or not tuition will go
up during the 1994-95 school
year.
All in all, its been quite a I Reserve your
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Students should
back SGA in fight
against tuition hike
SGA circulated a petition and promoted a letter writing
campaign last week in response to a Board of Trustees
decision to raise tuition once again.
SGA should be commended for its efforts, but petitions
are not the way to prompt action. Many students, in an
attempt to justify their apathy, complained that petitions are
not effective. In all of their complaining, no one suggested
an alternative.
Someone should have been present to represent the
students' interests at the last Board meeting to let them
know that students and their parents, the ones who
financially support this school, are not happy with the
constant increases. A unified front here would have been
much more effective.
But it is not too late to express your opinion. You may
still write letters to the Board of Trustees members on your
own. The addresses should be available in the library.
Take control and make a difference. If you are truly
upset about the tuition hike, tell them. You have no right to
complain if you won't take action.

This is the f i n a l issue of
The J o h n s o n i a n for this
year. The staff would like
to t h a n k everyone for
t h e i r s u p p o r t a n d wish
them an enjoyable
summer vacation. See you
all in t h e fall.
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Winner of the South Carolina
Press Association third-place award for
Best Overall Publication 1993 for
colleges with enrollment over 5,000.
Second and thrid-place winer for Best Editorial Cartoon.
Also, the first-place winner Best Page Layout and
Design 1993 for the third consecutive year.

WON'T

Johnsonian staff deserves
recognition for great job
With this being the last
issue of The Johnsonian of
which I will reign, I thought I
might take this opportunity to
say a few words. Consider it
myfinalfarewell to The Johnsonian readership.
Few people on this campus
realize just how difficult it is to
put out a weekly newspaper
while carrying a full course
load. I'm here to tell you — it's
tough. Few staff members ever
get the recognition they deserve
and with everyone carrying
such a heavy schedule there is
little time for socializing.
The staff of The Johnsonian this year was an exceptionally diverse group. Their
different backgrounds and
points of view contributed
greatly to our coverage. They
have all worked very hard to
make your student newspaper
an award winner.

Jessica Brown

The
Final
Word
It is my hope that in the
future staff members will be
recognized for their hard work
and will have their successes
praised.
It is no wonder students
are so apathetic when daily
they face people like one staff
member who wrote to me to
say how surprised she was at
how fair and well-written one
of my articles was. She said

she had been waiting to see
how my article differed from
what she said — she was also
surprised to note that mine did
not.
Johnsonian staff members
are not professionals, but everyone gives their best effort to
each assignment. Why should
success be met with astonishment?
Overall, however, it has
been a most rewarding year at
the newspaper. Now that my
three years on staffhave ended,
I am feeling a little sadness,
but not too much. I will spend
myfinalyear at Winthrop as a
regular student.
I will actually be able to
study in the library instead of
my office. I can get to bed at a
decenthour on Tuesday nights
and maintain a respectable
See WORD, pg. 7

Apathy monster out of control
We have made it to the
last issue of The Johnsonian.
It's been a real experience
doing Galactic Perspectives
this year.
I was going to end up the
year doing Top 10" lists —
one for reasons we'll miss
Winthrop and one for reasons
we won't. As I sat and pondered over them, though, I
came up with a few things we
won't mi ss and only two things
we will. I guess Winthrop is
just a ho-hum kind of school.
You go, you learn, you graduate. Nothing majorly outstanding about it, other than
our tennis team and some
exceptional faculty members.
It seems that boredom is
a major concept at Winthrop,
along with apathy. No major
feats to accomplish short of
graduating. Kinda leaves one
with a sense of emptiness. I
guess that's why there's so
much apathy at Winthrop.
The major story of the year

C.J. LambGalactic Perspectives &
Universal Truths
was the "Tina Lowery" story.
What does that say about Winthrop?
Overall, I imagine the faculty and staffconsider this past
year a success. I, as a student,
however, look at the past year
with a little more pessimism.
I've been at Winthrop for three
years now, and I've seen the
apathy monster grow to titanic
proportions. I really fear that
it threatens Winthrop more
than anyone actually believes.
I said it before, and I'll say it
again: more and more clubs
and organizations are fading
away, and there aren'tany new
ones taking their place.
One of the strengths of any
college or university are those
programs offered outside of the

normal curricula. Winthrop
seems to be focusing its resources on athletes. But in
ignoring other areas, President DiGiorgio's goal of raising Winthrop's standards is
going to be for naught. We
already pay exorbitant tuition, a very large share of
which goes toward paying off
the bond for the Winthrop
Coliseum. Winthrop athletes
get all kinds of perks and
access to facilities that the
majority of the students,
while paying for them, don't
have access to.
But athletics is just part
of the problem. Winthrop
needs to set goals for programs and organizations.
The administration needs to
pursue the creation of various clubs and organizations.
There is nothingthat can offset the apathy monster
greater than the feeling of
See PERSPECTIVES, pg. 7
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Announcing...

This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making
of a contact person.
announcements. This is a free service to all, but some restrictions on contentThe
willJohnsonian staff reserves the right to not print announcements that are fe
be enforced. The serving of alcohol will not be announced in conjunction with
to beany
inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate .
event in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian office by
noon
Announcements
may be edited for space. All announcements should be typeFriday before publication. The announcement should include the name and
phoneor legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements.
written

•Model League of Arab
States members — don't forget
our meetings on Tuesday evenings at 9 p.m. in the conference room, third floor Bancroft.
Have read and be prepared to
discuss the readings.
•Alpha Lambda Delta
members — be watching your
mailboxes for announcements
regarding upcoming meetings,
service projects and social
events. Call Jay Karen at 4497
for more information.
•Getinvolved at Winthrop
by learning about and taking
action against issues such as
hunger and homelessness. Action for Food meets every Monday at 12:30 p.m. for lunch and
business.
We will be involved with
projects such as the Crop Walk
and Oxfam Fast. If interested,
please call Jay Karen at 4497
or Heather Heusinger at 3203.
• Circle K meets every
Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins
room 220. Please support
Winthrop's Circle K chapter.
•Ebonites Gospel Choir
practice is every Thursday on
the third floor of Withers in
Withers Auditorium from 9-11
p.m. Everyone is welcome to
j6iri choir practice.
• Society of Professional
Journalists will meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in Johnson 102.
• Winthrop's Anthropology
Club will be meeting twice a
month on Thursdays at 5p.m.
in Bancroft Room 247. Everyone interested in anthropology
is encouraged to join us!
•NOW would like to thank
everyone who made this year a
success and welcome everyone
to join us next year. It's not just
a female thing.

Fellowship
Opportunities
•Fellowship of Christian
Athletes meets every Wednes-

day at 9:19 p.m. in Peabody's lower
gym. Fun, food, fellowship.
•Reformed University Fellowship meets every Tuesday at 8
p.m. in the Dinkins Auditorium.
Thisisanon-denominational campus ministry. All students are invited to attend.
•Come join us for Bible study
and fellowship at the Baptist Student Center every Thursday night
at 8 p.m.
We're located on Oakland Avenue, right across from the
President's House.
We also provide great dinners
on Tuesday nights at 5:30 p.m. for
$2.50. Our theme this year is
"Meeting students at the point of
their need." Get involved.
• If you are looking for a place
to study the Bible and grow in
you'- faith in Christ, visit the
Lutheran/Episcopal Campus Ministry.
Named for the fifth book of
Luke, verse 27, the 527 Club meets
on Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. for
bible study and lunch at Grace
Lutheran Church, 426 Oakland
Avenue. If interested contact the
Grace Lutheran Church at 3245295.
•WESLEY/
NEWMAN/
WESTMINSTER has a reputation
of being a place where we really
care for one another and those
around us. This group of Presbyterians(USA), United Methodists
and Roman Catholics i nvi te you to
share worship and prayer, fellowship an meals, and explore social
issues as we grow together in our
understanding of each other, the
world andits people. W/N/W meets
each Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. for
supper and a program at The
Wesley Foundation, 406 Stewart
Ave.

Greek News
•The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha would like to thank all those
girls who attended our information party last Wednesday night.
We hope you had as much fun as
we did!
We would also like to wish

everyone good luck on final ex- Little Brother GPA: Andy Wilson/
ams, and have a safe and fun Jay Karon, Highest Pledge GPA
summer vacation!
fall: Jay Karen, Highest Pledge
•The brothers of Pi Kappa GPA spring: Tony Payne, and Most
Alpha would like to congratulate Athletic: Chad Parker.
our new initiates: Tyler Barbee,
On behalf of the brothers of
Ken Drakeford, Shane Duncan, Kappa Sigma, we would like to
Derek Gainey, Mark Krotz, Chris congratulate the following gentleLemmonds, G r a n t McGee, man upon their initiation into
Jonathan Miller, Mike Pearson, Kappa Sigma on April 23:
Blake Roberts , Steve Seibold,
Tony Payne, Matt Lindsay,
Robbie Tidall, and Micheal West. Bruce Lentz, Page Wofford, Steve
Congratulations guys!
Distasio, Jeremy Gillespie, Brian
We would also like to thank Hollingsworth and John Thigpen.
the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha for a
GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS,
great last mixer of the year.
hope that they will not be too bad,
•The Delta Pi chapter of and for a recuperative and enjoySigma Sigma Sigma would like to able summer 1994.
thank Sigma Alpha Epsilon for an
•The sisters of Chi Omega
"Out of This World" Mixer last would like to wish everyone good
Thursday.
luck on exams and a safe and happy
We would also like to wish summer break.
everyone good luck on exams and
We would like to wish our
we hope everyone has a safe sum- graduating sisters good luck. We
mer. See ya next semester!
hope you accomplish all that you
•The Iota Phi chapter of Al- set out to do. We love you!
pha Kappa Psi professional busi•The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
ness fraternity would like to con- would like to wish everyone lots of
gratulate and wish good luck to luck on their final exams!
their graduating seniors:
We would also like to wish
Yutosha Ashmore, Nicole everyone a great summer and good
Singleton, Loren Lamson, Wyatt luck to Cynthia Volker as she
Bryson, Heather Martin, Amy moves to Virginia. Well miss you!
Peeler, June Thi Hoang,
•The sisters of Delta Zeta wish
Katherine Hardwick, LeRon Ford, to congratulate our newly initiDenise Dunlap, and Tujuana ated sisters:
Devine.
Alison Westmoreland, Angel
•The brothers of Kappa Wright, Ashley Steadman, Becky
Sigma wouldlike toextenda warm Smith, Bonnie Callison, Candy
gesture of thanks to all of the Rogers, Carmen Ramsey, Danielle
sororities that we had the privi- Kiracofe, Hope Jones, and Kelly
lege of mixing with throughout Buster.
the year.
We would also like to thank
We had a fabulous time get- those graduating seniors for all
ting down with y'all whether it the hard work they have done for
was pop, funk or jazz. We are our chapter. We love you and will
looking forward to next fall when miss all of you!
we can continue to jam, and meet
Congratulations to our newnew frienos.
est members:
On April 16th, we had our
Rosemary Mazzacco, Lynn
black and white formal. It was a Driggers, Charlene Nelms, Amy
great success. The following is a Phillips, and Jill Askins, We Love
list of awards that were given that You All!
evening:
Congratulations to Jodie
Man of the Year: Scott Lockhart who received a lavalier
McLellan, Alumni of the Year: from Bill Frey.
Rich Ball, Brotherhood Award:
Thanks to Emily Atkinson for
Neil Rajapakse, Honor Pledge doing a wonderful job on Parents
Award: Jay Karen, Big Brother/ Weekend.

Letters to the editor

school because of financial reasons or someone who attends
school full-time and works fulltime. The upcoming tuition increase will affect all students to
a certain degree and not j u s t a
few.
Together, the students'
opinions may be heard by the
administration and state officials, but if divided, nothing will
ever change.
J u s t as devastating were
the faculty and staff members
who agreed with students but
were afraid of signing the petition because it would p u t them
in a "compromising position
with the administration."
Another staff member, who

St udent '
Publ ication s
•The Student Publications
Office is located in the basement
of Bancroft Hall and houses The
Johnsonian, The Tatler, The Anthology and The Roddey
McMillan Record.
Phone ext. 3419 for The
Johnsonian, The Anthology or
The Roddey-McMillan Record
and ext. 3418 for The Tatler.
•The Johnsonian holds staff
meetings every Sunday at 10
p.m. Anyone interested in working on staff should attend this
meeting in the Student Publications Office.
All students are invited to
attend a meeting and work on
staff. You do not have to be a
journalism major. Writers are
needed for all sections. Photographers and artists are also
needed.
Reliable, hard working students are needed to sell advertising locally and in Charlotte and
Pineville. Payment is on a commission basis.
•The Roddey-McMillan
Record holds staff meetings every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. The
final edition of The RoddeyMcMillan will be out in April.
•The Tatler has some extra
copies of the '92-'93 yearbook.
We are also taking orders for the
'93-'94 book.

PERSPECTIVES

Continued from pg. 6

SGA senator says students should
not be afraid to protest tuition hike
Dear Editor,
I was recently involved in
the petition and letter writing
campaign sponsored by the
SGA. The goal w a s t o s h o w t h e
Board of Trustees and legislators in Columbia that students
are very concerned about the
upcoming tuition increase.
To my surprise, I found a
large number of students v h o
were apathetic toward the cut
in state funding and the increase in tuition.
Winthrop students don't
have any reason not to support each other.
After all, I think everyone
h a s known someone who h a s
t a k e n some t i m e off f r o m

•Resident Students' Association (RSA) video library is
open!
Come and rent movies for
only $1. Office hours are Fri-Sun
from 12-5.
We have 17 titles including
The Firm, Needful Things, Indecent Proposal, Sliver, National
Lampoon Loaded Weapon I and
Coneheads.
The RSA office is located at
143 West Thomson and the phone
number is 3508.

is also a student, told me t h a t
he wanted to "keep his job"
with the university.
The last time I checked,
The Constitution was still intact and we didn't live in Communist China.
The administration isn't
going to come to your door and
take you away to a prison camp
for u s i n g y o u r f r e e d o m of
speech.
"Big Brother" will not be
looking over our shoulder regulating everything we do. Please
stop complaining ifyou are not
ready to step forward and help
solve the problem.
Russell Seawright
SGA Senator

a c c o m p l i s h m e n t , especially
when it's shared with other students and faculty.
Someone has to take the
first step. With this being the
end of the year, the administration h a s all summer to plan
and sponsor some new clubs
and organizations next school
year.
I hope t h a t through all the
hype ofbette ring Winthrop, the
administration actually comes
through for us, the students. I

hope that the alumni will come
back some time and see a better Winthrop.
And students, those t h a t
will be returning, take a leadership position.
Don't wish for a club or
organization. And if there isn't
a national group t h a t represents your interest, make your
own!
That's it for this year.
Y'all have a great summer
and be cool!

WORD

Continued from pg. 6

GPA. Life is looking pretty good
from here.
I would not have made it
through the year without the
words of encouragement of my
two best friends, who are also
the last two editors of The
Johnsonian — Mary Frances
"Don't worry about it, it will
soon be over " Moncktor. and

Gary "Do you need to talk?"
Wade.
Thank you all for reading
this year. I am looking forward
to reading the newspaper on
Wednesday with you all next
year.
I hope you all have a great
summer and maybe all see you
in class in the fall.

Fine Arts
Students should find
time to 'get cultured'
During the Greek and Roman Empires, the arts were
second only to the gods. So
why is it like pulling teeth to
get anyone to go to cultural
events?
I admit that I, too, am guilty
of this transgression. I see
something in the calendar and
I say "Hey, that sounds groovy.
I'll have to go see that." And
then, one thing or another
comes up, and I don't make it.
A lot of us are busy—hey,
we're college students—but I
bet all of us, including myself,
can find a spare hour in our
hectic schedules to get some
culture.
Winthrop has given us a
lot of reasons to become cultured.
First and foremost, it's required. In 1985, it became
policy that every student who
graduates from Winthrop has
to have three cultural event
credits for every 15 credit hours
they earn.
Secondly, many of these
events are free, and most do
not exceed $5.
They're cheap, they're required, and most of the time,
they are pretty interesting. So
why don't we go?
I called the cultural events
office, to see if I could find out
a little more about this distaste for culture.
Sharon Johnson, who
works in the cultural events
office, surprised me by saying
that many of the cultural
events, including theatre and
dance productions and art
exh ibi ts, h a ve h igh atten dance.
Okay, so people actually

Heather Fortune
attend some of the events.
But what about student recitals?
"The numbers are low—at
best it's around 35," Johnson
said. "Earlier in the semester,
it is even lower, usually between 10 and 20."
These students are our cohorts in the four stressed out,
term-paper writing, test-studying, last minute cramming,
mostly partying years we
spend in college.
And only 10-35 of us can
forego 45 minutes of whatever
we're doing to sit in on something that they spent the last
four years of their lives striving to achieve. What a disappointment.
My other gripe is about
the poetry readings. I know,
many of you are not interested
in mushy-gushy poetry. Or at
least you think you aren't.
How many of you have actually attended a poetry reading to find out? Reading poetry to yourself is like reading
a play, rather than seeing it
performed.
Which leads me to the theatre department.
The theatre department,
along with the dance and art
departments, do not have the
low attendance problem that
the music and creative writing
departments have.
I have a theory about this.
Theatre and dance perfor-

mances usually tell a story, one
that most people can relate to
and understand. They usually
have some key element that
people enjoy-whether it be humor, drama, suspense, or a combination of the three. People
can see this in drama and
dance. It's right before their
eyes, live and in technicolor.
Music and poetry are different. You actually have to be
an active participant. Youhave
to grasp the meaning personally — it's not laid out for you.
on a silver platter. You, yourself, have to delve into your
own mind, and relate what is
being said or played to your
own personal experiences, because you have no other image
to depend on.
Art fits in with poetry and
music in this respect. However, art is more tangible. At
least ithas substance, and isn't
words or notes drifting through
the air. Plus, walk-through
exhibitions are pretty easy cultural events, thus the high attendance.
I have one more year left at
Winthrop. Next year, I plan to
do things a lot differently. I
want to be able to walk out of
here with as much knowledge
and experience as my warped
brain can hold.
Cultural events are like a
no-obligation test drive for a
new car. Youdon'thavetolove
it, but at least you can say you
tried it.
I hope that when I leave
here, I will have test-driven
many new concepts. And who
knows — maybe I'll find the
car of my dreams.

Glee Club displays talent,
dicipline in spring concert
Concert includes works from the 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th centuries
The Winthrop Glee Club,
directed by Don Rogers and
accompanied by pianist Eun
Woong-Ki, performed Thursday night in Byrnes Auditorium, delighting their audience
with a variety of selections from
classical to modern.
The group began with
"Heilig ist der Herr," a 17th
century German piece. Accompanying the group were two
oboe players, Jack Murray and
Tammy Warden, a string bass
player, Matthew Cox .
"Ev'ry Time I Feel the
Spirit," directed by graduate
assistant Diana Ross was a
African-American Spiritual
sung by the Women's Glee
Club. The piece lacked the
upbeat tempo that usually accompanies spirituals. The
women lacked the enthusiasm
that is necessary for a piece of
this caliber.
"Amo, Amas, I Love a
Lass," an up-tempo tune reminiscppt qf the, days of barber-

Review
Heather Fortune
shop quartets, showcased the
talents of the Men's Glee Club
effectively. The close harmony
found in this piece was handled
well. This piece was a favorite
both with the audience as well
as the Glee Club.
'Blow, Blow, Thou Winter
Wind" featured soloist Dale
Edwards, soprano. The melody
of this piece echoed the haunting sound of the wind. Edwards
did well, keeping with the tone
of the piece itself, airy without
the breathiness that often accompanies it. All in all it was
a well executed selection.
Ross returned to direct
"Soldier, Won't You Marry Me,
a 20th century piece, accompanied by Shannon Hooker, pianist. This number displayed the
choir's excellent tonal quality
and discipline.

"Little Innocent Lamb,"
gave the audience a true taste
of what a spiritual is supposed
to sound like. Upbeat, staccato
rhythm and close harmony, as
well as excellent control of dynamics made this piece the
highlight of the concert.
Eun Woong-Ki, pianist for
the group, then mesmerized
the audience with a piano solo
of Chopin's "Polonaise in A Flat
Major, Op. 53."
The choir ended their concert with "Te Deum," a classical Latin piece by Haydn. This
piece showcased the choir's talents to the fullest possible extent, containing several "movements" with different types of
rhythm and dynamics in each.
The overall performance
was incredibly well done. The
choir had a good handle on all
of the pieces and they expressed
themselves well, both through
the music and their facial expressions. It was an enjoyable
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In the groove

Jazz Guitar Ensemble
performs modern music
If you needed agood study
break this weekend, you
should have come to Sunday's
Winthrop University Jazz
Guitar Ensemble concert in
Tillman Auditorium. It was
sure to make you forget about
your studying woes— if at
least for an hour.
The Jazz Guitar Ensemble, directed by Winthrop
faculty member L.H. Dickert,
Jr., is a sixperson group
thatplaysavariety of mellow
jazz tunes on

ensemble.
Yet, the highlight of the
performance was "Smooth
Operator," a songpopularized
by the talented jazz singer
Sade. The song's smooth Caribbeanislandbeatbegan with
a simplistic melody and then
moved to a beautiful threepart harmony. The selection
pleased the audience and gave
them a familiar song they
could hum
along to.
Yet, the
concert did
have its setbacks. Sevelectric gui Carmen Coleman
tars.
eral audience
The group
members felt
is fairly new,
that the seand is slowly beginning to find quenced Macintosh backits niche among other Win- ground music, which took the
throp music groups.
place of a live band, served to
*This is their second per- be a hindrance in the concert
formance, and it's the fourth and downsized the expertise
semester that the ensemble of the members of the enhas been a group," Dickert semble.
said. "Winthrop has put out a
The programmed music
lot ofjazz guitar students but seemed to give an empty feelnever a guitar program— this ing to the ensemble's sound,
and could notfill the void only
is the first."
Although they are such a left from the lack of a live
young group, the ensemble background group.
gave an entertaining concert.
Also, the concert could
Their opening tune, "D.C have been enhanced by some
Blues" by Chris Buzzclli, had pleasant smiles on the faces
a funky, soul type of beat that of the group members. Only
seemed characteristic of the one of the members of the
popular blues singer B.B. group displayed a pleasant
King. The guitar solos from disposition; among the rest of
members Mike Taylor, Steve the ensemble, somber faces
Faile, and Eric Berthold well- were the norm.
complemented the smooth
Yet, on the whole, the confeel of the song.
cert was quite enjoyable and
The duets, "El Nino" with showcased the talent and
soloists Eric Berthold and hard work of the Jazz Guitar
Rick Vandiver and "Straight, Ensemble.
No Chaser" with soloists
"[The concert had] some
Chris Cockcroft and Willie good-blues inspired playing
Norwood, III, served to add a with nice arrangements," Pertransition to the program and cussion James Clark said. "I
spotlighted the talents of the think the Ensemble sounds
individual members of the really good."

Review

Auditions
Chorale, Jazz Voices,
Chamber Singers
Breazeale 137
Call 323-4512 tor
appointment
All majors are welcome!
Auditions consist of simple vocal
excercises. Music reading is not
tested. A prepared song is not
required.

Spotlight
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Boyd Jones
Boyd Jones, coordinator for
Student Activities, said he enjoys his job because it gives
him the opportunity to scout
f u t u r e stars in the entertainment industry. He calls himself as a n " e n t e r t a i n m e n t
junkie."
Jones is completinghis second year as the coordinator for
Student Activities. He previously worked for 11 years as
assistant director, then director of S t u d e n t Activities a t the
University of Tulsa.
He also said he likes his job
because he loves Winthrop.
"Winthrop h a s been a big
challenge for me," Jones said,
"but I love challenges."
This year, Dinltins Student

Jay Karen
SGA president-elect J a y
Karen describes himself as
ambitious, vision-oriented and
one of the most stressed people
a t Winthrop.
"There's no way I can sit
still for 20 minutes at a time,"
he said.
Aside from his involvement
in SGA, Karen is also a member of Kappa Sigma, a writer
for t h e Roddey-McMillan
Record and an resident assist a n t in Richardson Residence
Hall.
He is also past president of
Action for Food and Alpha
Lambda Delta, an honoree society for freshmen.
He h a s h a d an interesting
year. Earlier this semester, he
won a 1993 Ford Escort in a
contest a t a Winthrop Eagles
basketball game. Karen said

Union h a s
brought diverse entertainment
campus
r c l

Gillespie,
e d i t o r of
to Barry Williams, a former
cast member of the television
series "The Brady Bunch."
Jones said h e likes to show
students other viewpoints than
the ones they normally have.
"I love to push people's buttons . . . expose them to something different," h e said.
-Alvin I

E
t
r
i

cause

Business major Carolina de
Freitas said she first began to
play tennis after being invited
to a friend's practice. She was
six years old a t the time and
she said she h a s been playing
tennis for 12 years since then.
This devotion to the sport
has recently paid off for de
Freitas because not only did
she play a key roie in t h e
Winthrop's women tennis team
winning the Big South conference title, but she also won the
singles title and the doubles
title with partner Sue-PengNg.
In addition, she was also
named Big South Conference

need it.
Karen
main goal
presidentis
to empower
students
"I w a n t students to realize
all they can do on campus," he
said.
Karen said in five years'
time, h e sees himself teaching
history a t a school much like
Winthrop.
"History teaches more
about h u m a n relationships
t h a n any o t h e r discipline,"
Karen said. "That's whatlearning is all about."
-Alivin McEwen
Karen

are further
ahead now

h a s been a good year for the
university."
DiGiorgio said his goal for
the f u t u r e is for Winthrop to
continue to be recognized as
one of the best institution's of
its type in the United States.

-Joyce Tisdale

Cedric Jones

Being active is how Cedric
Jones achieves personal satisfaction. Not only is h e the first
male to represent Winthrop in
homecoming but he also received his first main stage lead
in the play, "The Love of the
Nigh ting Gale."
Jones directed the stage
reading, "I, Marcus Garvey"
andhelped to get a new theatre
group s t a r t e d called, The
Bridge. He is the vice-presid e n t of T h e B r i d g e , a
multicultural t h e a t r e group,

DiGiorgio

and is one
of its char
t e r mem
work
personal
as to help

Jones

people
Jones said. Jones continues to
be an active member of Alpha
Psi Omega t h e a t r e fraternity.
-Joyce Tisdale

awards
includ
ing t h e
South
C a r o-

Silverman

Professor of the

award and the 1991 Winthrop
College Distinguished Professor award. He said t h a t at the
moment, h e h a s not plans for
leaving Winthrop, b u t h e will
be busy.
"Most of my projects now
are becoming national in nature so I'll be working with
people all over the country," he
said.
- A l v i n McEwen

P l a y e r of
the Year
and
was
n a m e d to
the All-Big
South Conference
team.
D
e
Freitas
said
she
tie Freiias
wasgladfor
her honors because she worked
hard for them.
"All of us (the women's tennis team) are glad," she said.
"We deserved it because we
worked hard for it."
-Alvin McEwen

Jeff Greene

Governor s
School of
Science
and Math

DiGiorgio

History Professor J a s o n
Silverman got involved in the
study of black history a f t e r
witnessing the desegregation
of A l e x a n d r i a , VA public
schools.
"I saw a t r e m e n d o u s
amount of hatred," h e said. "As
a young man of 18, it h a d a
profound influence on me."
Silverman teaches several
courses a t Winthrop concerning black history. He said history can teach lessons about
race relations.
"History teaches u s t h a t
forcing any group of people into
second class citizenship and
denying any people their basic
equality and dignity will result
in a poisoned and dangerous
environment."
Silverman h a s won numer-

Carolina de Freitas

he sold the

Anthony DiGiorgio
President
Anthony
DiGiorgio's continuing to turn
heads as a prominent figure on
and off Winthrop's campus.
Although the W i n t h r o p
Board of Trustees pushed for
DiGiorgio's pay increase,
DiGiorgio has asked t h a t
consideration for his 4 percent
pay increase be postponed until the faculty and staff receive
a pay increase as well.
Besides being president of
one of the nation's top southern universities, DiGiorgio is
also president of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association President's Commission
and chair of the board of the

Jason Silverman

P
I
at

w.u

Although h e did not receive
as
much
attention
as
Winthrop's high- profile athletes Jeff Greene was probably
the most successful.
Greene became Winthrop's
first ever National Collegiate
A t h l e t i c s A s s o c i a t i o n allAmerican when he finished in
the top 12 in the nation in the
5,000 meter distance race.
This was the first year for
Winthrop's track team which
also made his feat even more
impressive. W i n t h r o p was
forced to add an extra sport to
meet NCAA requirements.
"I surprised myself and
everyone else a t the meet with

the time I
a n
Greene
said. "I was
very happy
cited.
didn t expect to run
t h a t fast.
Greene
a junior,
transferred to Winthrop from
Old D o m i n i o n U n i v e r s i t y
where he also ran track and
cross country. He followed his
coach a t O D U , Ben Paxton who
came to coach Winthrop's cross
country and track teams.
-Brad Bryant

Alvin McEwen
The Roddy-McMillian
Record h a s caused much controversy this year and Alvin
McEwen has been a t the center of it.
As editor, McEwen broadened the newsmonthly's minority format to include women
and homosexuals a s well as
blacks.
Because of th i s several predominately black groups
protested the change saying
The Record was not intended
to cover such minorities.
"This year h a s been
strange," McEwen said. "So
many folks make you out to be
a bad guy, so I h a d to take a
little pleasure in being a bad
guy."

B e sides the
new focus
McEwen
was able to
make ano t h e r
c h a n g e in
The Record
- h e got it
out on time.
McEwen
Last year
T h e Record w a s p u b l i s h e d
twice and both issues missed
deadlines. This year there h a s
been six 12-page issues t h a t
have run right on schedule.
McEwen will return next
year for a second run as editor
of T h e R o d d y M c M i l l i a n
Record.
- B r a d Bryant

'Entertainment
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Year brought changes to music scene
Lee Belcher
Thislastyearhasdefinitely
brought a lot of changes to the
music scene as well as the entertainment world.
From the deaths of River
Phoenix and Kurt Cobain, this
has not been a boringyear what
so ever.
A lot of things changed
this year, but more on the
retro scale then anything else.
Punk got a new more commercialized name, grunge but
basically had the same old look.
Rap proved that it had a
strong hold in the music scene
and the 80s' made a comeback
this year.
Styles from the 70s' also
made a short-lived appearance.
Thank God.
And Feminism got a new
name Riot Grrrls.
But Pearl Jam kicked off
t'ne year with its new release
Vs. andfinallymade it into the
top ten.
Also Nirvana released a
critically acclaimed CD "In
Utero" which marked the last
work you'll ever hear from
Cobain.
Soul Asylum surprised everyone with their overplayed
top ten hit "Runaway Train."
Which everyone knows by
heart after hearing it on the
radio every five minutes.
Underground Favorites
the Butthole Surfers made it
above ground with their major
label release on Capital "Independent Worm Saloon."
The Smashing Pumpkins
crawled out of obscurity with
their "Siamese Dream" release.
Cypress Hill also tore the
charts up with their sequel
"Black Sunday" which gave

them their biggest hit so far
"Insane in the Brain."
Digable plants also busted
on to the scene with their own
style of Jazz and hip hop.
Belly tore through the alternative charts with the help
of ex-Breeder and Throwing
Muses singer Tanya Donelly.
Stone Temple Pilot's
proved imitation is the greatest form of flattery with their
release "Core."
Ice-T proved he didn't need
Warner Brothers with the release of his CD "Home Invasion" which he released on his
own label Priority.
This was also the year for
80s' and even 70s' comebacks.
Everyone from Duran
Duran, Boy George, and Meat
Loaf could be heard trying to
jump start what was left of
their careers one more time.
Some of the new artist of
the year also started some interest with everyone form the
Spin Doctors sad attempt to
bring the 60's back to Onyx
who tried to make rap a little
more dangerous.
One of the surprise hits of
the year was 4 Non-Blondes
who came out of nowhere to
produce a top ten hit.
Another big surprises was
to see two staples in the underground scene actually received
a little recognition.
Henry Rollins released a
movie in which he co-starred
with Charlie Sheen.
And Glen Danzig received
a hit off an album that was
produced in 1988.
His single "Mother" found
an commercial artist after six
years of being released.
All in all this year proved
many intresting twist in the
music scene with the only hope
being that the next big thing
won't be that big.
Photo by Rob Outzs

"In Utero,' above, was
Nirvana's most successful
album as well as the final.
The death of lead singer Kurt
Cobain ended its short-lived
career.
Danzig's self-titled album,
left, brought them success
six years after being released.
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/Hixmaster

Professional D J Services
Parties, Proms, Clubs, MC, etc.
(803) 323-4366
(803) 338-5130
Pager (803) 367-0069

For bookings contact:
BYRON PUTMAN

A N
HERO
Be a teacher

fBE

•fefc

Teach s have the power to wake up
young minds—to make a difference.
Reach for that power. Be a teacher.
Be a hero.
To find out how to bacome a
teacher, call 1-800-45-TEACH.

r

V

Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.

Free Browsing
W-F 8-7
E. Main U
>at 8-6 327-2874 Hampton
>un 1-6
(Downtown

^

W i n t h r o p Special
Low Rates

-i^lTSSPniahed

All Sizes Available
No Deposit Required
I n t e r s t a t e Self S t o r a g e
Corner of E d e n Terrace a n d 1-77

803-324-7988

l_.

MfCIa
WWHATareyqu
to do

Interstate
Self
Storage

Winthrop Coliseum

The Best In College Nite Life

• Spend your days asking people if they want fries with that.
• Wear expensive, hot, scratchy work clothes to a desk job you're way overciualified for.
• Sit at home and watch TV until your parents notice.

C ^ O

M

I

N

G

S

O

O

N

W h y D o T h a t W h e n Y o u Ce>uld B e D o i n g T h i s :
Classes are over. Life's beginning. Time to apply to the National Civilian Community Corps
(NCCC). With a new residential campus at Naval Base Charleston, located between the
Cooper and Ashley Rivers just north of Charleston in South Carolina, NCCC is a new
environmental and community service program from AmeriCorps, the President's new
national service initiative.

I f You're 18-24, You're Eligible

L—..-W

I fi I

Paris Sport Club® Collection! |

If you're age 16-24 and are interested in helping conserve and protect America's
communities and their natural resources, then consider applying to NCCC.
NCCC offers you the chance to spend 11 months restoring wetlands, conducting
workshops for schoolkids and doing other important community projects that really do
make a difference.

But There's M o r e ! As P a r t o f l\ICCC You'll:
Do great work and get great benefits.

Watch for our

• Housing, meals, health care, uniforms all provided free of charge.

Grand Opening

• Earn a monthly cash benefit.
• Receive close to $5,000 to pay for school or student loans.
• Gain valuable training and leadership skills.

next week!

Call t o d a y f o r y o u r application: 8 0 0 - 9 4 - A C O R P S

Fashions that say
who you are...

MAURICES
that says it all!

Rock Hill Galleria

Applicants must be citizens or permanent residents of the U.S., but do not need to
have graduated from college yet. The deadline to apply is May 13th! NCCC believes
diversity brings strength to an organization, and encourages those who would enrich
its diversity to apply.

.800-94-ACORPS

GoinGf
harlestone
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Eagles defeat Appalachian State, UNCC
by Erik Stalner
Sports Writer
The Eagles had an up and
down week as they went 3-2
with a win over Appalachian
State and two wins over conference rival UNC Asheville.
Last "Wednesday, the
Eagles were home against Appalachian State andbehind the
strong pitching of pitching ace
Carl Dale, were able to squeak
out a 2-1 victory. Dale limited
Appalachian to only three hits
in the complete game victory.
The Eagles got the job done in
thefieldcommitting no errors.
On Saturday, the Eagles
went to UNC Asheville for a
three game weekend series
with a Saturday double-header
split and a victory on Sunday.
In game one, the Eagles
could only muster three hits in
a 4-2 loss. Mark Wells suffered
the loss as his record dropped
to 1-3 overall.
In game two, the Eagles
came back strong with a nine
run fourteen hit performance
as they won 9-0. Everybody in
the lineup got at least one hit.
Mike Condon carried a no hitter into the sixth as he pitched

the complete game shutout
improving his record to 3-0.
On Sunday, Winthrop kept
up their strong surge as they
banged out ten hits and eight
runs in an 8-1 victory. Bryan
Link had another strong performance, striking out seven
and walking only one as he
went the distance. The defense had another great day in
the field with no errors.
On Monday, the Eagles
returned home to play
Davidson. It was a long day for
Jim Abbott as Davidson got
fourteen hits and was helped
along by four errors by Winthrop. The Eagles fell 6-1.
EAGLE NOTES:
The Eagles record now
stands at 24-19 overall and 911 in Big South play. When
Winthrop is leading after 6 innings their 19-1 while only 316 when trailing after 6. Jeff
rail
Cisar is batting .331 and has
started in all 43 games for the
Photo by Joel Nichols
Eagles. Carl Dale is leading in
victories with 7 and ERA 3.03 Winthrop second baseman Tom Derwin is congratulated by Garrett Zohner after his home run
in the pitching staff. He also against Appalachian State in Eagle baseball action.
has seven complete games.
Tony Costantino has 22 stolen
bases in 27 attempts.
Kristen Gebhart came back
The Lady Eagle Softball
ended their season last week- to lead the Eagles in their victory,
pitching a three hitter
end in the Big South Conference Softball Tournament here and shutting out the Flames of
Liberty.
in Rock Hill's Cherry Park.
Winthrop Lost it's opening
Both ladies pitched in the
game
to
Coastal
Carolina,
10third
game due to the heat,
and Sara did especially.
Greene, ajunior, andTeets,
1,
and
came
back
to
defeat
Lib"They
(pitchers) didn't have
"I'm proud of the whole a freshman, was named to the
erty in the second game, 10-0. anything left," said Lady Eagle
team. We are coming along Ali-Big South track team.
In
their
third
game
of
the
Coach
Mark Cooke. "Three
and I think that next year we
Liberty University's Men's
games in a row is tough, for
will be in the thick of things as and Women's track teams ran evening, 6-2, to UNCG.
All the teams suffered anybody. Overall, the team
far as the women's team." he away with the meet titles.
said.
The Flames beat the Uni- through the extream heat and played hard.Tm happy with
had
to play back to back games their effort, we built a lot toWinthrop's Jeff Greene versity of Maryland Baltimore
won the 5,000 meter run in a County, by a score of 282 to with only 10 minutes between wards next season," he said.
them.
UNCG won the Big South
time of 14:18.20.
129.5.
Center fielder Susan Championship by defeating
He has already qualified
"We have signed two
for the NCAA National Track women out of Florida to come Funderburk said, "It was so UMBC, 5-0.
UNCG's Winn Hazlegrove
Meet in Boise, Idaho.
here next year, said Paxton. hot." "We didn't get mush of a
Lady Eagle Sara Teets
We are also talking to a break and I don't think that we was named tournament Most
Valuable Player, after she
finished second in the thrower from Cheterfield who played to our potention."
The Chanticleers knocked pitched a two hitter shutting
women's 10,000 meter run with could get some points for us in
a time of 39:28.52.
the conference meets," he said. out Eagle startingpitcherTara out UMBC in the championGilmore, with 11 hits.
ship game

Winthrop track team ends inaugural
year with big hopes for next season

by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
Winthrop University
Eagle track team completed
it's inaugural season in the
Big South Conference track
meet at Liberty University.
The men's team finished
seventh overall with a total of
23 team points, while the
Lady Eagles came in eighth
with 25 total team points.
"We did just about what I
expected us to do in the meet,"
said head coach Jim Paxton.
"I was pleased how Jeff

Softball team ends year

Winthrop's 'ambitious, bold' golfers have high hopes for future

by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor

"Ambitious and bold" are
two words used by Winthrop
Golf teammember Chris
Winchip to describe himself,
and those words describe him
to the tee.
Winchip recently just won
his fourth tournament of the
year by taking first in the Big
South Conference. He may be
be the first Winthrop golfer to
go to the NCAA championship
in the beginning of June and
plans to turn pro in September.
Winchip has been playing
golf since he was nine. "I started
playinggolf mostly through my
dad who is a golfer," said
Winchip.
He chose Winthrop because
he "wanted to play for the team
right away and get as much
playing time as possible."
The senior business management spends most of his

playing golf.
"Golf takes up all my time
and I choose for it to be that
way," said Winchip.
He devotes about 20-30
hours a week practicing. "I love
the game so much that I enjoy
practicing and know that to
get better that I have to practice," said Winchip.
Reflecting on the past four
years, Winchip recalled his
most cherish accomplishments.
He was the medalist in 1992
U.S. Amateur sectional
qualifer with a 36-hole score of
141.
"It was such a prestigious
tournment to get into," said
Winchip.
He was the runner-up in
the 1992 South Carolina State
Amateur and won the SCN in
1992 and 1993.
He especially cherishes all
of his wins for this year: First
place individual in the Big
South Conference, East Carolina Tournment, Charleston

.*!*!

Southern Tournment and scholarship.
would better if we would sit out
Campbell Tournment.
He sees himself as because of rebuilding and give
Most people are suprised competive and outgoing and the new players a chance," said
when they hear that Paul has the credentials to back it Tomilson.
Tomilson
is
from up.
Tomilson is active in such
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Tomilson has been Big intramural sports as indoor/
"People want to know how I South All Conference selec- outdoor soccer and flag footfound out about Winthrop," tion for the four years he has ball.
said Tomilson. "Mainly I find played at Winthrop. He set the
"I found that my studies,
the people [in this country] a school record for season scor- golf and my girlfriend take up
lot more friendlier and easier ing average in spring 1992. He much of my time," Tomilson.
to getalong with. Here you can won the 1990 Big South ConHis hobbies include watchwalk around and people will ference medalist honors as a ing college football, playingtensay "Hello" even if you are a freshmen. Winning the 1989 nis and basically doing things
stranger."
Kiawah Island Invitational that are sporty.
When he was young, he during his freshmen year was
"I enjoy outdoor activities,"
played a lot of tennis until he one of his most cherish accom- he said.
turned 16 and started playing plishments. He was a runner
Tomilson will graduate in
in golf tournments.
up in the Big South Champion- May and plans to play in some
Tomilson, a senior account- ship in 1991 and 1992, losing amateur tournments and the
ing major, found out about by just one stroke in both CPA exam in November.
Winthrop through former golf years. Tomilson was a quar"I have had a very good
team member John Dickson. ter finalist in the 1993 North- time. It was nice to have the
Both were members of the same South Amateur played by opportunity to study and work
golf club in South Africa. He Pinehurst.
on my golf game," said
made up a resume of his golf
Both Chris Winchip and Tomilson. "Not many opportuaccomplishments and sent it Tomilson sit out 1993 golf sea- nities at universities in South
to universities in the south- son.
Africa to play collegiate sports
offered h i m ^ ^ .."The coach .thought, i{ ,jyyi§tyriy»".
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Greene, Winchip, de Freitas chosen
Spring Sports Most Valuable Athleles
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor

W e l l ,
Spring is here
and it's time
to pick The
Johnsonian's
Male and Female Athletes
of
Spring
Sports. The
reason it has
taken so long
Greene
for the results
is because some of the sports
had not completed their schedule and we thought that we
should wait to the last issue to
give everyone a fair chance
based on their statistics.
For the men, once again we
have two winners. The first is
Jeff Greene who has put
Winthrop's track program on
the map. He has qualified for
two national track meets in
the 5000 meter indoor, at the
USAir Invitational, and in the
10,000 meter outdoor, at the
Raleigh Relays.
Greene went on to capture
the 5000 meter run in the Big
South Confemce track meet
and was named to the All-Big
South track team. Greene is
also Winthrop's first ever AllAmerican at the Division I
level.
Greene will compete in the
NCAA national track meet in
Boise, Idaho, June 1-4.
Senior golfer Chris
Winchip has also been named
for this award.
Winchip, ofColumbia, won

a

the Big South
Confarence
Golf Tournament and has
won four golf
tournaments
thisyear.more
than anyone
else in the
country.
His final
Winchip
Big
South
tournament round of 66 set a
new conference and Winthrop
scoring record.
Winchip is hoping to receive a bid from the NCAA to
the Regional Tournament that
will be held May 19 in Alabama at Auburn University.
Junior Carolina de Freitas,
the winner in the women's division, led the Lady Eagles tennis team to a first place finish
in the Big South Conference
regular season and tournament.
de Freitasfinishedher season at a perfect 18-0 and was
named the Big South Female
Player of the year.
She may have a shot at
playing in the NCAA National
Singles Championship.

Mon- Fri. 6-9 p.m.

of three sets with a 12-point
tie break at six-all in any set.
New to this year's tournament is a wheelchair division. Schock said this was
added so no one would have
to sit on the sidelines.
Schock said he also hopes
the division created for Winthrop Students will expand.
Last year onlyfiveWinthrop
students competed, but it provided one of the most memorable matches.
"From a spectator standpoint it was the best match of
the tournament, " Schook
said. "It was a constant
struggle that was over three
hours long."
In the end Mark Fages
was able to outdistance Keith
Pohl 5-7, 6-1, 7-5.
Besides the tournament
matches, Winthrop head tennis coach Cid Carvalho and
tennis player Carole DeVries
will provide a free doubles
clinic.
Helping the two will be
professional tennis player
Renata Baranski of Poland
who has competed in the U.S.
Open.
All proceeds from the
tournament will go to Cheer
for Children, a charity that
benefits the Boyd Hill, North
Side and Emmett Scott recreational centers.
To enter the tournament
or for more information contact Dr. Winslow Schock at
366-6100.

The trend with past Vortex Tennis Tournaments has
been one of bigger and better.
Preparations for number
three should have it continuing along those same lines.
Dr. Winslow Schock, a
Rock Hill chiropractor, is the
driving force behind the Vortex Tennis Tournaments and
he wants to continue to see
things flourish.
^Ve're trying to involve
everybody in this year's tournament," he said. "As the
name suggests we want a
whirling, swirling pulling together of people."
Lastyear 168 people competed in the tournament and
so far entries for this year's
Vortex are ahead of the last
tournament's pace, Schock
said.
The tournament will be
held May 13-15 at Confederate Park in Rock Hill. The
entry fee is $20 per person
for the first event and $10 for
additional events. Each participant will receive a t-shirt,
souvenir program and a special gift pack. The deadline
for all entries is April 30.
Players will also be
treated to a hospitality tent
where they can get fruit and
beverages. There will also be
referees for the finals in every category. Tournament
matches will be best two out

Constantino
baseball, leads
the team as a
Freitas
freshman
stolen bases with seventeen so
far, and is in the top five in
team batting.
Carey Gailbreath, track, is
the only other male besides
Greene to set a school standard in track. He posted a time
of68:45 in the 400 intermediate hurdles.
Hoaorable Mention f o r

The Spring schedule for
Recreational Sports came to
an end last week. The men's
campus championship softball game was held on Monday, April 18.
In the final the Posse
posted their win over KS. In
action during their pervious
week the Misfits claimed the
women's title by defeating
Tina's no-names.
The tallies for the Cam-

Peabodv
Weightroom

Peabodv Gvm

by Brad Bryant
Spotlight Editor

Recreational Sports Update

All students are required to show their student IDs and
sign in at the door in order to enter the gym. This is to
improve security and maintain proper use of the facilities.

Mon- Fri. 12-1 p.m.
Laps
4-5:30 p.m. Open

Vortex III set for May 13-15

Jeremy
Keller
ball, leads the
team
freshman in
home runs so
far with eight.

Claudia Morales, tennis, is
a freshman player who took
the number three seed match
in the Big South Conference
Tournament.
Su-Peng Ng, tennis, finished her senior year with an
undefeated season at the number four seed
Sara Teets, track, as a
freshman is ("he only female to
H o n o r a b l e Mention f o r set a school stan dard in an track
Men:
event. Teetsfinishedsecond in
Carl Dale, baseball, leads the 10,000 m in the Big South
the team in total strike outs Conference track meet and
and wins. He is projected to be qualified for the NCAA Nadrafted in the 2nd or 3rd round tional Junior meet. She also
in the Major League Draft.
was named to the All-BigSouth
Paul Tomlinson, golf, is a track team.
four-time All-Big South team
Christine Yon, softball, led
member, and a. medalist his the team in batting, hits and
freshman year.
home runs this season.

Recreational Facilities Summer Hours

Peabodv Pool

Local tennis tournament
getting bigger, better

Mon.-Thurs. 3-7 p.m.
Fri. 3-5 p.m.

For Recreational use

pus All Points Championship
are now in. In the women's
division Zeta Tau Alpha took
top honor's. In the men's division, first place belongs to Pi
Kappa Alpha.
The office of Recreational
Sports would like to thank all
students, faculty and staff
members for their participation in Recreational Sports
during this academic year.
Our aerobics sessioins

have now concluded for the semester. Be on the look out for
days and times aerobics will
be offered next semester.
For details on these and
other activities offered by the
Office of Recreational Sports
call 2140 or come by 205
Peabody Gym.
Submitted
by Grant
Scurry, director of recreational
sports, Division of Student
Life.
*

Thanks Seniors for a job well done!
Volleyball
Julie Covington
Sarah Lord

Women's Tennis
Carole DeVries
Renee Kiliian
Su-Peng Ng

Dancers / Cheerleaders
Amy Bogan
Ed Donaldson
Kelly Farris
Phil Murdock
Tonya Robinson
Pam Williamson

Men's Soccer

Kara Harkness
Tammy Jones
Revonda Whitley

Kwesi "Aubrey" Wilburg
Pete Sklais
Tim Dean
Shane Sallie
Jim Lord

Women's Golf

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Leigh Crenshaw
Catherine Rheiner

Carlo Wilkins
Jamie McVay
David Stromen

Making It Great'

Men's Golf
Chris Winchip
Paul Tomlinson
Chad Tomasson
Brian Brandstetter
Troy Fleming
Declan Finnerly
Ken Wood

Baseball

Large
Pepperoni Pizza

Athletic Trainer

One M e d i u m Specialty
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coupon when ordering One coupon per pony I
per visit at participating pizza Hit*. Inc. outlets. I
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a t w g t w , tCTtcjsn

01994 Pizza Hut lr

W3
C A S H OFF!
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^
*3.00
Off A n y Large Pizza OR I
•
*2.00
Off A n y .Medium Pizza
Get Any 2 n d P i z z a f o r 1 / » I t s Regular M e n u Price!
Hurry! Otter ends soon! Please mention
coupon when onjenng Ote coupon per party
per VIM at partopating Pizza K j r . Inc. outlets.
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The Johnsonian Sports Staff

MIX & MATCH!
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*5-99

Stewart "Psycho"Cooke
Ronnie "Ray" Knox
Rick Fling
Jeff Myers
Josh Odean
Paul Rehkow
Mark Sexton

Kim Winn

iTr

C A R R Y O U T SPECIAL! U
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Two Medium Specialty Pizzas "

*12.99 OR ••
*15.99

Two Large Specialty Pizzas
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Summer weather
to be chaotic
Weather to be
hot and dry for
Summer 1994

which lingers inthe minds of
many about whether in the
Carolinas. Will it will continue to be hot or will there
be a few cold and rainy spots in
the month of July?
If so, there could be a new
by Camellia L. Shuler
meaning to Christmas in
Lifestyles Writer
July.
Or will t h e r e be m o r e
"Chile today, hot t a m a l \ " d e v i s t a t i n g h u r r i c a n e s like
Bill Sharpe, anchor of WCSC Hugo and Andrew and violent
News in Charleston, once said thunderstorms, dropping hail
while introducing the weather and spawning tornadoes such
forecast section of the news.
as the storm just a few weeks
Although meant as i pun, ago which damaged parts of
it does sum up the recent Alabama, Georgia and Charweather
pattern Winthrop lotte?
students have been encounAccording to Eric Thomas,
tering.
meteorologist of WBTV News
Through the months of in C h a r l o t t e , t h e s u m m e r
J a n u a r y , Febuary and March, weather should not change.
the weather was cold and win"I do not see anything unter-like for a few days and then u s u a l [in t h e weather patwarm a n d spring-like for a terns]," Thomas said.
couple of days.
Despite the recent weather
It was like Mother Nature changes, the fact is "summer is
had a cold herself or could still summer" and to much hot
not make u p her mind what a n d h e a t e d d e g r e e s , t h e
weather
she wanted
to w e a t h e r f a c t o r should not
have.
change significantly to cause
As the s u m m e r season people to wonder about having
aproaches, there is a question snow in the month of J u n e .

Tips for stress-free exams
Try these tension relievers while studying!
• T a k e d e e p b r e a t h e — hold t h e m f o r a b o u t t h r e e
seconds. A s you let i t out, let y o u r j a w d r o p a n d y o u r
body r e l a x . T h i n k "calm."
• T e n s e / R e l e a s e — t e n s e y o u r body all over one p a r t a t
a t i m e a n d h o l d it u n t i l y o u r e n t i r e body i s t e n s e d . L e t
go all a t once, n o t g r a d u a l l y , a n d feel t h e t e n s i o n leave
y o u r body.
• I m a g i n e y o u h a n d s a r e w a r m — i t will r e l a x you.
• V i s u a l i z e yourself succeeding, n o t f a i l i n g — it's a
c o n f i d e n c e booster.

Graphic by Parry! Hughey |

Beachgoers' needs varied
For most of my life, I
have lived minutes away
from the beach and spent
mostofmy summers there.
Especially this past summer when I h a d a car and
could go with my friends,
so I have got packing for the
beach down to a science. There
are reallv only a few necessaries for beach survivals..
•The first is sunscreen, lotion, and oil. Its your choice
which one of those suits your
tanning needs. I'm not going
to lecture on the hazards of the
sun. Who am I to talk? Butyou
have to have a bottle of something. It j u s t looks cool and
usually smells good.
•The second is a towel or
blanket to lay on.
•For those with long hair,
bring something to hold it back
with. Wind can be completely
still within a 100 mile radius of
the beach and there it will be
like a hurricane. For everyone
else, bring a comb.
•The last thing and the
one most important for tanners is a clock, an egg timer, or
a watch. You need one of these
so you do not end u p with the
heinous diseases "uneven tanning" and the even worse "uneven burn."
Those are the four most
important things you need for
the beach.
There are things I consider
extras. These are items t h a t
are nice to take along, but you
can live without. If you forget

GOING HOME TO SUMJER
THIS SUMMER?
Make your summer count.
Plan to earn credits to meet your
nrtds and ydtir college's requirements
— at an affordable cost.

Nine-week Summer session
Classes begin May 31 and end Aug 5
(Final Exams - Aug 8-9)
Registration - Wednesday, May 25
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties for the
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
forresidentsof other counties.
Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY...
HISTORY... ENGLISH... MATHEMATICS...
PSYCHOLOGY... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY.
Request a listing of courses available this summer. Write the
Office of Admissions, Central Carolina Technical College,
506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S.C. 29150,
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205.
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Commentary
Danielle

L. Kiracofe

these, your life is not over.
Some
of
these
are
controvercial, but most people
going to the beach do not need

the folltJwirtg.

•The first one is something
people argue about being a'necessity, b u t I consider a hassle.
It's a radio. This can be with or
without a tape or CD player. I
think radios are a hassle because you can't always find a
station everyone likes and you
might irritate others with your
choice. People DO NOT like to
hear Danzig blaring from lft>wn
' the beach. Tapes and CDs can
be scratched by the sand. I
personally don't risk it.
• "Another hotly debated
item is reading material, usually a romance novel or magazine. Magazines are especia'ly
good for females because it
'ves u s topics to talk about.
ebates can be held on the
t r u t h of "Is it worth giving up
nail polish to save the earth?"
a n d the results to quizzes like
"Are you a cheater?"
•Umbrellas are a necessity only for those who a r e fanatical about preserving the
very n a t u r a l Victorian Age
white look. For the rest of the
t a n n i n g world, an umbrella is
only good when its raining and

g

Steak 'N Hoagie Shop
|
|

BUY ANY HOAGIE
GET A 2nd FOR
\ PRICE
I (of equal or lesser value)
-324-annn

® 7fin p u
D J
— /OU unerry Koad

uygom
STEAKS HOAC.IF

Open 7 Days

1 Ox off with

student ID
Located across.
Pic* valid with any o" her offer from the Commons'

you need to be off the
beach t h e n anyway.
H a v e n ' t you h e a r d of
lightning?
•Food a n d w a t e r .
You will die w i t h o u t
these, b u t n o t d u r i n g t h e
couple of hours you're on the
beach. Please remember to pick
u p your garbage! We only have
one earth!
My last category of items
for the beach a r e things you
may not have thought of but I
know people who have. They
are also and potentially hazardous to your well-being if
used wrong, so use your own
judgement.
•Inflatable toys. These include air mattresses, blow-up '
toys, and beach balls. More for
the pool tiian t h e beach, these
can a d d ^ t t c a . a b a t e m e n t to
t h e normally bland sand a n d
water surroundings.
• W a t e r g u n s . J u s t a warning with these toys now used
by overgrown children: watch
out for the innocent victim.
Especially duringthose run-by
drenchings. Seme people do
not go to the beach to get wet.
•Game equipment is another fun item to bring. I have
a friend who is a volleyball n u t
and h e brings his set out to the
beach, sets it up and plays. It's
also agreat way to meet people.
•Sand burying equipment
is good for friends you would
rather not deal with.
Just
volunteer to completely cover
them in sand. Works great
with annoying siblings too.
•Beach chairs. I have two.
One I love, one I hate. Sometimes they give you the disease
"uneven tan line." T h a t is, if
you can get them unfolded. I
suggest a towel.
T h a t ' s e v e r y t h i n g I can
think of t h a t anyone could possibly need for the beach. Before I go, I want to wish everyone a safe and happy summer.
See you in August!
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Magnum

Galactic Knight

By Pete Kaliner

By Darryl Hughey

Fighters like v u l t u r e s
Claw at the dying horse

Suggestions for Distractions?
Call us at 323-3419.
We want to know what you think!

A scratch h e r e a n d t h e r e
Ebbing strength

Weekly Crossword

U n t i l t h e inevitable
D e a t h insatiable will n o t w a i t .

" Musical Potpourri "

By Gerry Frey
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See the back page for this week's solution.

Shrewd
Solidify
Annual bonus, e.g.
Mid East resident
Gander
Seed covering
Irving Berlin's contribution
Finish
Superlative endings .
Tagged
Wagers
Author Anita
Provides with property
Blemishes
Small lump ,
precedes loora
Ancient Irish capital
Completed
Fafs Waller'scontribu-

37 Hbtels
38 Chemical endings
39 Printer type
40 Average grade
'41
bien
42 Bread men
43 Russian jets •
44 I cannot tell j
45 Mad
*"
48 Enthusiastic vigor
49 Eagle's o r g . 1
52 Elton John's pontribu.
tion
55 Eye part
56 Off limits words
' 57 The final words
>5B Show excessive love
59 *:• • thinight before
Christmas"
60 Acfress Qarr •
• DOWN
'
. 1 Salary
2 Press
3 Student org. 4 Wane
5 Expenses
-

3

4
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14

Casualty
Ord. of St. Augustine
Short-lived
City along the Seine
Mr. Clapton
Sake Ingredient
Dressed
Deeds or exploits
7
Freedom
18 .God of love
22 Drilling tools
23 Shenanigans
24 Principle of right
25 Peter
:Slnger
26 English Poet John '
27 Ceremonial clubs
28 Slipknot
29 The500'sAl
3
0 Ptib offerings
32 Melodies
33 Male duck
35 John Singer
:
Painter
36 Seinfeld's friend

. © 1994 All rights reserved GFF Associates
P-.P- Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54

Wee
Feelings of discomfort
Clergyman's house
Choir members
In the same place:Lat.
Abbrev.
Fictional detective Wolf
State of agitation
Ms. Ferber
Actress Neuwirth:Cheer's Lillith
Mix
Italian wine region
Presently
Write briefly

"Classical music .is the kind
that we keep hoping will
turn into a tune".
KIN HUBBARD
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W I N T H R O P CLASSIFIEDS,
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

2 bedroom townhouses, C R U I S E S H I P J O B S !
1 1/2 b a t h s , f u l l y Students needed! Earn
equipped kitchen, swim- $2000+
monthly.
ming pool a n d on-site
Summer/holidays/
l a u n d r y room. $425 /
fulltime. World travel.
month, water, and ca.'ble
included. Located at Caribbean, Hawaii,
Foxfire Apartments on Europe, Mexico. Tour
Ebenezer Road. Call 386- Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck H a n d s , C a s i n o
4000 for information.
Workers,
etc.
No
Female
roommate
experience necessary.
needed to share 2 BR
CALL 602- 680- 4647.
a p a r t m e n t located 1
EXT. C147.
block freom c a m p u s .
$187.50 + 1/2 utilities. A L A S K A S U M M E R
Call 324-9957 for more E M P L O Y M E N T - fishinfo.
eries.
Many
earn
$2000+/mo. in canneries
Rooms for rent
or
$3000-$6000+/mo.
on
Large, unfurnished
rooms within walking fishing vessels. M a n y
distance of Winthrop. employers provide ben$225/month,
$100 efits. No e x p . n e c e s deposit. Non-smokers s a r y : For more info. call:
only. 324-2203. Leave 1 - 2 0 6 - 5 4 5 - 4 1 5 5 e x t .
A5382
message.
Need a place to stay for
the summer? Stay a t
940 Oakland Avenue.
Just
$175/month
includes
utilities.
Females only. Call 3293456.
Off campus housing
near Winthrop a t The
Graduate House. $275.
total plus deposit. Nonsmoker. Call 324-8443
for details.
House For Rent:
319 N. Confederate
Near Winthrop. 4
Bedrooms, 2 baths.
$600 month, $600
deposit. Other houses
available. 366-9858

FOR SALE
TAYLOR OVERSIZE
DRIVER 'BURNER' 10.5
DEREE LOFT STEEL
SHAFT - REGULAR
SWING WEIGHT $40.
CALL TOM WEBB AT
EXT. 2248.
One-way airline ticket.
C h a r l o t t e to Denver.
Must be used between
May 17 and J u n e 15.
$225. Call S u s a n a t
548-1097
Couch for sale. Ugly, but
in good s h a p e . Very
comfortable. Great for
house or apartment. Fits
perfectly in dorm room if
beds are bunked. I really
enjoyed having it in my
room a n d so will you..
$40 or best offer. Call
328-0252 a n d leave a
message.
FIG'S FITNESS
FIG'S FAT-LOSS &
HEALTH PROMOTION
WORKSHOPS Starting
M a y 9 t h or 10th (8
sessions) a t Fewell Park
C e n t e r & York Tech.
"Together we will learn,
practice & achieve." Call
John
FigarelyProfcssional Educator/
Trainer Extraordinaire"
a t (704) 527-2212.

CRUISE
SHIPS
H I R I N G - E a r n u p to
$2500+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
S u m m e r & Full-Time
employment available.
No exp necessary. For
info, call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C5389

HELP!!!
*Sketch Artists
•Persons familiar with
SouthernBrazil(Natives)
•Persons familiar with
FrenchAlps/Paris
(Natives)*Part Time
Travel Agent* Child
Sitters. Should be here
through summer
Phone Charles Park
327-4487
•EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
m a i l i n g 1994 T r a v e l
brochures. For more
information send a self
addressed
stamped
e n v e l o p e to: T r a v e l
N e t w o r k , P . O . Box
612530, Miami, FL
33161
Now Hiring!
Weekend or Weekday
Positions
Nowhiringassociatesto
work in Rides, Food &
Beverage,
Games,
A d m i s s i o n s ,
Merchandise & more.
Our associates enjoy
special park benefits and
excellent pay-$5.60/hr
onSat&$4.60/hron Sun
& on w e e k d a y s - e v e n
m o r e if y o u h a v e
previous
park
experience.
We're
located j u s t 15 minutes
from Winthrop, up 1-77,
and bus transportation
is available on operating
d a y s with a pick-up/
drop-off point behind
Dinkins. Apply in person
at
Paramount's
Carowinds Employment
Office. Office hours are
Mon-Fri (9-5:30) and Sat
(11-5). Call (803) 5485300 ext2006. E O E M / F
Paramount Carowinds

Graduate Associate
Position Available in
Student Activities:
Graduate associate position available in student publications for
1994-95. Must be fully enrolled
graduate student. Position to serve
as liason between Director for Student Activities and editors for four
student publications—The Johnsonian, Tatler, Roddey-McMillan
Record and The Anthology. Seeking individual with knowledge, of
student publications, editor
responsibiities, role of student publications and willingness to serve
and work flexible work schedule.

The Tatler
will hold an
interest
meeting
Monday,
May 2 in the
lobby of
Dinkins.
Anyone
interested
in working
on staff
should
attend this
meeting:

The Tatler

needs your photos for this year's book. Photos of all types are
needed. Unposed pictures are preferred. Those photos
especially needed are:
•Students eating out
•Campus crime
•Night life
•Unusual jobs
•Tennis team
-Dance team
•Golf team
•Sports managers and trainers
'Anything else you would like to see in the book
Bring your photos to the Student Publications office located
in the basement of Bancroft. You can leave them in the
mailbox or slide them under the Tatler office door. Call ext.
3418 if you have questions.
I Well Iguessthisistheend. There
lis no M o o r e Johnsonians this
semester. Hopefully I will be able
I to see you over the Summer.
Good luck on exams. NBG

SAVE
Please
Recycle The
Johnsonian!

This week's puzzle solution
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